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What is “Big Data”?

(and what does AI have to do with it?)





What is “Big Data”? 

Extremely large datasets that can be analyzed 
computationally to reveal patterns.



What is “Artificial Intelligence”?

• Not necessarily robots!

• Involves any behaviour of machines or software that seems 
intelligent.

• This includes some methods of analyzing patterns in data.
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What did AI use to look like?
• Chatterbot programs (e.g. ELIZA)

• Game-playing programs (e.g. chess, checkers)

• Formal logic, search algorithms

Summary:
• Lots of human-engineered features
• Not a lot of learning
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How do you get a computer to 
understand what a 2 is?
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How do you get a computer to 
understand what a 2 is?

Can’t get humans to specify every single possible example of a 2 –
too many!

Don’t want humans to specify all the characteristics of a 2 – too 
time-consuming!

Want programs that allow computers to learn from data.



The biggest thing we’ve learned from 
50 years of research:

Intelligent systems need to learn 
from data.



Modern day AI
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How do you get a computer 
to learn from data?



What is Deep Learning?



What is deep learning?
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What is deep learning?
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What is deep learning?
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What is deep learning?
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What is deep learning?
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What is deep learning?
• Refers to a set of techniques using artificial neural networks

• It is brain inspired (not a copy of the brain!)

• Networks are huge stacks of artificial neurons with weights
between them



How do neural networks learn?
• Learn from training data

• Network adjusts the values of the weights to give the right output

“FOUR”



What makes deep learning different?

• Learns representations of the data automatically

• Does not require human hand-engineering

• Representations are learned in layers



What makes deep learning different?
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Why now?

Neural networks were actually invented in the 1980s!

Why have they only gotten popular recently?

1. Faster computers
2. Much more data



Applications of deep learning









Why is Go interesting?

• Way too many moves to 
calculate by brute force

• Requires intuition to decide 
which moves to play

• AlphaGo approximates intuition 
with neural networks



Deep learning pioneers

Université de Montréal is (arguably) the best academic institution for 
deep learning in the world!

Geoff Hinton,
UofT; Google Brain

Yann Lecun,
NYU; Director, Facebook AI 

Yoshua Bengio,
Université de Montréal
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Self-driving cars

• Receiving a huge amount of 
investment (Google, Uber, Tesla, 
BMW, Toyota, …)

• Driven by machine learning, 
including deep learning

• Will reduce collision-related 
deaths, improve efficiency 

Image source: businessinsider.com



Technology that understands you

• You will be able to communicate 
with your devices naturally

• Applies to all devices, not just 
your phone



Technology that understands you
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Ethical Issues: Privacy
•Huge amount of personal data being collected

•Once it has been collected, it is almost impossible to delete

•Intelligent search algorithms could locate this data anywhere

Your data says more about you than you think.



The Facebook Likes Experiment
85,000 volunteers gave Facebook like information, filled out 100 question 
personality survey

How many Facebook likes does it take for a computer to know your personality 
as well as friends and family?

• Work Colleague

• Friend or Roommate

• Family

• Spouse

10 likes

70 likes

150 likes

300 likes



Ethical Issues: Autonomous Weapons

• Autonomous weapons select and engage targets without 
human intervention

• Could lead to a revolution in warfare

• Smaller start-up costs compared to nuclear weapons



Ethical Issues: Job Replacement
• AI will cause an employment shift away from routine jobs (truck drivers, travel 
agents, legal aids, etc.)

• Oxford Martin School: 47% of total US employment is at high risk of automation

• Rate of job creation does not have to equal rate of job loss

• Could lead to greater income inequality



What jobs are safe (for now)?

1. Manual roles – gardeners, repairmen, dentists

2. Creative roles – artists, musicians

3. Interpersonal roles – salespeople, managers, nurses

4. Highly-skilled roles – researchers, scientists
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The 3 Stages of AI

1. Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI)

2. Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)

3. Artificial Superintelligence (ASI)



Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)

A machine that can perform any intellectual task that 
a human can



Artificial Superintelligence (ASI)

A machine that is better than humans at every task, including 
scientific creativity, general wisdom, and social skills.

Is this possible? Depends on what you believe about the brain.



How far are we from AGI and ASI?

Nobody knows.
(and if they say they do, they are lying)



How far are we from AGI and ASI?
In 2013, hundreds of AI experts were asked when AGI would occur.

Median optimistic year (10% chance): 2022

Median realistic year (50% chance): 2040

Median pessimistic year (90% chance): 2075



How far are we from AGI and ASI?

• We are still at Artificial Narrow Intelligence

• There are HUGE obstacles to overcome to achieve AGI, let 
alone ASI

• We still don’t understand how the brain actually works
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Artificial intelligence will be 
humanity’s last invention



The End of Work?

• If AI is better than us at all tasks, it will be inefficient to employ 
humans at these tasks

• The only thing humans will be better at is being human



The Value Learning Problem

• When we program AI, we have to give it a goal.

• If you don’t specify the goal thoroughly enough, the AI could 
behave differently than we want it to.

• How do we decide which goals to program?



A Paperclip AI

Say you build an AI whose goal you set as “maximizing the 
amount of paperclips made”

How could this produce unintended consequences?



What should you do?

Be careful with your data. It reveals more than you think.

Look for opportunities to apply AI in your field.

Start thinking about these issues now.



Thank you!



Applications of deep learning


